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it is unknown how many
medical students his

lectures have impacted. it
could be in the millions. the
majority are currently from
the us. medicine tomorrow
has tried contacting him,

without any success. these
lectures are sold at $25

each, except for the
student version (which is

$20 per lecture). the
lectures are a mix of basic
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science and clinical
sciences, including

anatomy, cell biology,
pharmacology,

biochemistry, microbiology
and practice-based topics.
the summaries are usually
available on youtube. the
lecturer is usually dressed

casually and looks
comfortable in front of a

class. for the most part he
covers a topic in the style
of a lecture and delivers it
in a manner that is easy to
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follow and keeps the
attention. he is known to

correct common
misconceptions such as
pseudo-inclusions of the

corpus callosum. the
lectures on disease

management are especially
noteworthy. in these

lectures, the educator
shows how a team of
doctors can manage a

single disease or patient.
the lecture is broken down
into clinical presentations
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(headache, cough,
shortness of breath, etc)
and advanced practice

nurses work with the team
of doctors to manage the

problem. i found it to be an
interesting way to review

and gain perspective on the
process of diagnosing and

managing common
diseases. i don’t think i
would recommend the

lectures for review since
they are quite long and
tend to be very basic in
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nature. however, if you’re
taking the usmle, and for

some reason your studying
drugs and pharmacology, i
would recommend that you
take a look. each lecture is
condensed into one hour. i
would recommend doing

this if you need to refresh a
drug before taking the

usmle. 5ec8ef588b
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